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Jim Van Der Pol—lives in Kerkhoven, Minnesota, where he and his wife Lee-
ann operate Pastures A’ Plenty farm; 320 acres of diversified crops and pas-
tures that support multiple livestock enterprises. More than half of the farm 
is now in grass or hay. Decision-making is guided by the Holistic Management 
Model, which considers the environment and family/community as well as 
long-term profitability. 
 Passing on the farm to another generation of farmers has always been a 
goal as well. Just the last few years, this goal became concrete with the interest 
of son Josh and his wife Cindy in the farming operations. The young couple’s 
three children also are involved, each having an on-farm business.
 The Van Der Pol’s farm is a success story in direct marketing.

Keynote  - Speakers

Klaas Martens—the Martens had been farming conventionally for twenty 
years before transitioning to organic in 1994. He often works with Cor-
nell University on organic research covering a wide spectrum of organic 
crops. Klaas and his wife Mary-Howell and their family farm 2,000 acres 
organically and operate a 50-cow organic dairy herd. Along with corn 
and soybeans they grow many specialty crops, including kidney, pinto, 
black turtle, and edamame beans. Small grains include buckwheat, ein-
korn, spelt, oats, barley, wheat, triticale, Austrian winter peas, yellow 
and green peas, and for the first time this year, lentils. Besides their 
farm, Klaas and Mary-Howell own Lakeview Organic Grains. Lakeview 
Organic ships feed all over New York and Pennsylvania and sells organic 
seed throughout the Northeast. 

Klaas Martens

Kirk Webster—is the owner and operator of Champlain Valley Bees & Queens in 
Middlebury, Vermont. He produces Russian Queens and nucs, as well as honey, 
and his apiary has been treatment-free since 2002. Kirk uses the natural pro-
cesses active in nature to maintain his hives without treatment for mites and 
other pests or pathogens. This humble farmer of bees, with his chemical-free 
operation is inspiring a new generation of beekeepers to work with the natural 
processes of our planet’s environment rather than fight against it. 

Kirk Webster

“We have neglected the truth that a good farmer is a 
craftsman of the highest order, a kind of artist.”

 ~ Wendell Berry

Jim Van Der Pol
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Presenters
Levi Beachy
Levi Jay and his wife are from the Dalton area, he 
retired from construction and now does glue-up 
panels for furniture builders, along with helping 
his son with the 2 broiler houses. Levi also enjoys 
making humus compost in the summer. 

Andrew Coblentz
Andrew and his wife Mary Ellen along with 
their six children live 1 1/2 mi. east of Walnut 
Creek, Ohio. They farm 91 acres of land plus 
raise their nurse cows, heifers, and calves on ad-
ditional rented acres. They milk 60 cows that 
are mostly Montbeliarde cross. Their calves are 
raised on nurse cows for 6-9 months. They have 
been shipping to Organic Valley since 2004 and 
joined the grassmilk route in September 2016. In 
2011 they switched to milking once a day. They 
are thankful for the opportunity to 
farm with their family. Their vision 
and goal is to be good stewards of 
their land, time, and possessions.

David Kline
David is a semi-retired organic 
farmer; he and his wife Elsie have 
published Farming Magazine (a 
quarterly publication for the small-
scale farmer)since 2001.

 
Joel Kurtz 
Joel works as an agronomist at 
Maysville Elevator. He works with 
home gardeners, organic dairy and 
produce farmers to improve soil 
and plant health.

Jeff Miller 
Jeff, his wife Ina and their children have a 50-cow 
organic dairy farm near Winesburg, Ohio. They 
have recently transitioned to 100% grassmilk.

John J. Miller, Jr.
John, along with his wife Ruth, own Happy Hill 
Farm in Fresno, OH.  It has 30 tillable acres.  They 
grow about 12 acres of certified vegetables a year.  
They have grown produce for the past 12 years.

Joseph Miller
Joseph and his wife Sara own and operate a pro-
duce farm near New Bedford, Ohio.  They grow 
around 12 acres for Green Field Farms and main-
tain a retail stand. “We enjoy growing healthy, 
organic food for our customers.”

Matthew Weaver
Matthew and his wife Grace raise 
produce in central New York. They 
operate on four acres using five 
high tunnels, specializing in greens 
and tomatoes. They raise produce 
year-round using wood heat in the 
greenhouses. They also raise pork. 
Established in 2015.

Raymond E. Weaver
Raymond is an organic produce 
grower from Dalton, Ohio. He has 
started growing organic produce in 
2021. He currently serves on the 
Green Field Farms Produce Com-
mittee.
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 Aden Yoder
Aden & Ruth, live one mile north east of Mt Hope. 
They have five Children and 13 Grandchildren. 
Aden works at Wrought Designs LLC three days a 
week and Miller Homes one day a week. His in-
terests are business, finances, and continuous im-
provement methods. He likes to hunt, fish, travel, 
and spend time with the grandchildren.

 

Robert Yoder
Robert and his wife Rachel started farming in 
1985 in the hills of Coshocton County milking 

Jersey cows by hand. In 1998 they returned to 
the area they grew up in which is Wayne County 
just south of Kidron, Ohio. After farming there 
for 20 years they moved to New York in 2008. 
In 2005 after being on the the Greenfield Farm 
Board they transitioned to organic and started 
shipping to Organic Valley Co-p in 2006. In 
2019 they turned the farming operation over 
to their son and daughter-in-law. They still help 
some with the farm work but  Robert has a small 
woodworking shop making Windsor chairs. They 
feel organic farming has been good to them and 
they feel if it wasn’t for organics and grazing they 
could not have been successful.

“There are two spiritual dangers in not owning a farm. One is the dan-
ger of supposing that breakfast comes from the grocery, and the other 

that heat comes from the furnace.”
 —Aldo Leopold
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Panelists
Marlin Eash
Marlin and his wife Doris operate a 100-acre or-
ganic dairy farm northeast of Shipshewana, In-
diana. They along with their eight children, two 
boys and six girls, ages 19-1 milk 45 Fresian-
Hoslteins that freshen bi-seasonal. All heifers 
are raised off the farm by a cutsom grower. Mar-
lin and Doris began operating the home farm in 
2005 using management intensive grazing prac-
tices. The farm became certified organic in 2009 
and they have thoroughly enjoyed the journey 
this far. Crop rotations include 30 acres pasture. 
30 acres alfalfa-grass, 25 acres corn along with 
sorghum sudan, turnips, tritticale, cereal rye and 
various other cover crops to help flavor the typi-
cal crop rotation. 

Jim Gasser
When Jim and his wife Janice started their enjoy-
able journey with Organic Valley in 2002 they 
have been encouraged to produce an even higher 
quality milk. It has encouraged them to take a 
closer look at their soils, but even deeper than 
that, it made them take an evaluation of their at-
titude. Jim, his wife and their children; Greg, his 
wife Julia, Dan, Matt and Joanna are milking ap-
proximately 180 cows and are on the grassmilk 
route.

Tim Kline
Tim and Katie Kline own and operate Meandering 
Brook Farm; a 60-cow organic Jersey dairy near 
Holmesville, Ohio. With the help of their four 
children they grow most of the feed for the herd 
and replacements on their 130 acres and on some 
neighboring rented land. Their son Ryan has re-
cently become a partner in the operating.

Andy Miller
Andy Miller and his family live in the Applecreek 
area Andy works at Yoders Produce Supplies and 
is a beekeeper on the side ,He makes nucs in the 
the summer to sell the following year.

Sam Miller
Sam and his family live near Kidron, Ohio where 
they farm and care for bees and sheep and grow 
produce. Sam also shears sheep in late winter and 
early spring. In his spare time he reconditions 
corn binders.

Monroe Miller
Monroe started beekeeping in 2012 with a swarm 
and log removals. In 2016 they started selling 
bee supplies and doing business as Clover Mead-
ow Bee Supplies at 6925 S. Carr Road, Apple 
creek, OH 44606. They now have three honey 
production yards on neighboring farms. They also 
raise and sell queens.

Ivan Troyer
Ivan and his wife Elnora and their children live 
on an organic dairy farm near Apple Creek, Ohio. 

Raymond Yoder, Jr.
Raymond grows 16 acres of organic vegetables 
with his family outside of Fredericksburg in the 
Nebo Valley area.  He has experience in soil rec-
ommendations using the Albrecht Method of Soil 
Balancing and is well versed in the physical and 
biological components of healthy soil.
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I have a favorite book from the 1940’s: The Farming Ladder, by George Henderson. It’s a great story of 
two brothers from London, who set out at age 15 and 16—with no money—to learn farming and eventually 
have their own mixed livestock farm. Their rapid and substantial success was largely based on the excellent 
education they received by working on several really good farms, and then combining the best of what they 
had learned. By the time they were established and had pupils of their own, this was some of the advice they 
invariably handed out: “When you need to learn how to make hay in a wet climate, always go and learn in 
a place with more rain than you have at home.” And with livestock: “Always get your breeding stock from a 
place with a harsher climate than you will have on your farm.” In North American beekeeping we have largely 
been ignoring this sound advice and doing just the opposite for almost 100 years.

 It was amazing how well southern bees often did in the northern states, even during the winter—un-
til tracheal mites arrived. Now, with the added pressure from varroa and other pathogens—and Africanized 
bees encroaching on more of the southern bee producing territory—we really need to use the North’s great 
potential for selecting and breeding bees. When you bring animals, selected and bred in a harsh environ-
ment, to a more benign place, they sometimes exhibit a kind of “release” phenomenon, resembling hybrid 
vigor, which allows them to thrive better than the local stock in their new environment. Honeybees are no 
exception. When I first worked for Charlie Mraz here in 1972, I spent many a Sunday with him catching the 
queens, which were enabling beekeepers in Mexico to restore vitality and productivity to their industry. And 
the queens and nucs I’ve produced here have had their greatest success in southern New England and the 
Mid-Atlantic states. It doesn’t always make for a better bee for making a living just by moving them south. In 
parts of Louisiana for example, where the main honey flow comes very early, they really need a bee that holds 
a big cluster over the “winter”, and broods up early in response to temperature rather than day length or pol-
len flows. 
 In my environment, natural selection favors bees with great winter longevity and delayed spring build-
up, rather than large cluster size and early build-up. So, mine may not be the best bees for the Gulf Coast; at 
least if you’re trying to produce honey with them. Where selection and breeding are continuous, year in and 
year out, each environment emphasizes certain characteristics. In the past, beekeepers of long experience 

knew that bees from a certain area did better than any others, in their particular 
management scheme. The skill and attentiveness of the beekeeper is a huge factor 
in all this, but once we have some really skillful beekeepers selecting, breeding and 
producing queens in the North, these queens are likely to be very useful all around 
the country. A couple of things are certain: we have a corner on winter hardiness, and 
the best chance of maintaining all-European stock in the future.

 One of the reasons why it can be very easy to produce good queens in the 
North during summer is because the good beekeeping territory is full of honey pro-
ducing colonies and drones are superabundant. If honey production and queen rear-
ing are carried out in conjunction with each other, this will always be the case. I have 

By Kirk Webster

Some Thoughts On Bee 
Breeding  In The North
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no doubt that many of the problems beekeepers have been having with their purchased queens over the 
last decade come from over- taxing the supply of drones. The drone population is being maxed out by both 
the overproduction of queens, and the effects of mite control chemicals. Where a relatively small 
number of queens are being produced in a good honey producing area, the drones represent 
a huge, un- tapped resource.
 But at the same time, these drones can be a serious problem. One of the most important 
reasons for raising queens now is to propagate varroa-resistant stock. For this to occur, and for 
the resistance to im- prove, survivors must mate with other survivors. This can be impossible in crowded 
commercial beekeeping areas, with many beekeepers, and each one pursuing a different objective.
 There are only three practical ways to achieve mating control with honeybees—Instrumental Insemina-
tion (I.I.); Natural Mating in Isolation; and Drone Saturation. I.I. creates absolute control over the breeding 
process; but it may not be practical when used alone, and is probably most valuable when used in conjunc-
tion with the other two methods. I’ve always been most interested in natural mating in isolation. (This is my 
only good option here, where the honey-producing territory is crowded with bees, with many owners and all 
jumbled together.) At a good site, there’s very good control of the mating, the work is very exciting, and many 
controlled crosses can be made in a short time. The problem is finding a workable site. In addition to being 
truly isolated, a practical site must also be within a reasonable driving distance, and capable of sustaining 
mating nucs and drone rearing colonies for at least three rounds of queen mating. Such sites are, unfortu-
nately, very rare.
 Drone saturation is the most likely method of mating control available to commercial beekeepers. It 
doesn’t create the degree of control possible with the first two methods, but aside from that it has many ad-
vantages. The work is all done right in your own home territory, without the need to maintain new or distant 
locations. If you can surround your mating yard with your own honey and drone producing yards, then you 
should be able to make progress breeding your own bees. If you have a large area with only your own queens 
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and drones in it, then you have something really solid and exciting to work on. With the depleted 
number of colonies and beekeepers, and the large size of many surviving apiaries, there should be 

several places like this in the northern states now. And when fuel prices start rising out of control, 
perhaps the old model will return; with smaller apiaries and yards clustered tightly around a home 

base—with a mating yard in the middle.

 For most beekeepers, breeding against varroa means bringing some new stock into the apiary—often 
with behaviors we are not accustomed to. This was certainly the case with the Russian bees. Like many other 
beekeepers, at first I found them very frustrating to work with. They had such small clusters in the fall and 
spring; were slow to build up early in the season; and packed too much honey in the brood nest. They also 
didn’t draw foundation very well, compared to my old bees; were susceptible to chalkbrood; and could throw 
off a swarm at the most ridiculous times. But from the beginning it was clear they had real resistance to var-
roa, and many other valuable traits, so I stuck with them. After five years I am finally getting the hang of it. 
Once I stopped trying to make them fit in with my idea of how a honeybee colony should behave, and let them 
be themselves, everything started falling into place. Last fall, at the Pennsylvania State Beekeepers meeting 
someone asked if I would stick with Russian bees if a safe, cheap and effective varroa control came on the 
scene. The answer is an unqualified yes. I now think these bees will eventually be even more productive and 
profitable than my old bees were in the days before varroa troubles. Their small clusters, frugality, and great 
winter hardiness make them already well adapted to overwintering in nucleus colonies. They are very gentle, 
and have an amazing capacity to gather nectar. But for this nectar gathering to result in a honey crop, they 
must be managed differently than Italian-type bees.
 Many of the queens being sold now as “Russians” are heavily hybridized, and so their behavior can vary 
all over the map. But here are a few suggestions to start off with if you want to work primarily with Russian 
bees. This is based on my experience here in Vermont, where we have a very strong dandelion flow from 

about May 10—25 followed by a dearth of sorts until 
clover starts yielding around June 20. (Honeysuckle 
is starting to fill this gap in some spots.) Clover and 
alfalfa can yield surplus anytime (or not at all) be-
tween June 20 and September 10; after that, any fall 
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honey stays in the brood nest.
 First of all, these bees consume very little honey over the winter, and two deep boxes is way more room 
than they need for the winter cluster and stores. One and a half boxes is probably the ideal size—even this 
far north. April is the only month when they seem to lose any appreciable weight. They are very slow to 
get started on the main build-up—but once they do, watch out!  If they become anywhere close to being 
crowded during the dandelion flow, they are almost certain to plug up the brood nest, build cells, and throw 
off a swarm. In addition to being slow starters, I’m now convinced they should be held back even further, 
by taking some brood and bees out in early May. I try to have the queens just starting to lay in a second hive 
body during the last few days of the dandelion flow. This is literally half the size I used to consider optimum 
at this time of year, with my old bees. If possible, Russian bees should have only drawn combs for the spring 
build-up. If you must draw foundation at this time, it’s best to draw just one or two frames at a time, right in 
the brood nest during a honey flow. Much better is to draw the foundations up in the supers after July 4 or, 
best of all, in the summer nucs.
 After the spring build-up, it’s largely a matter of giving them more room before they need it. The individ-
ual bees live a very long time, and a large colony can gather an amazing amount of honey in a short time—so 
keep an eye on them!  I use excluders and shallow supers, but it might work better to have all deep combs 
and a free ranging brood nest. You can strip the honey way down in the late summer, and I’ve never yet had 
to feed any bees that were at least 75% Russian. v
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9:00 Introduction—
 Sand Art Brownies—
 by: Nettie Yoder and Barbara Keim
10:00 Repurposing Old Things—
 by: Ruth Keim and Nettie Troyer
11:00 All Purpose Aprons—
  by: Marilyn Mast
1:00 Reduce, Reuse, Recycle—
 by: Martha Kline
2:00 Growing Succulents—
 by: Emma  Yoder

The Organic Home

Thursday                  Friday

Notice:
All display tables will be open both days for viewing

9:00 Introduction—
 Apples in Abundance—
 by: Betty Raber
10:00 Farm Ladies’ Discussion Panel—
 by: Emily Hershberger, Edna Yoder, 
Elsie Schlabach, and Deanna  Weaver
11:00 Creative Lettering—
  by: Julianna  Yoder
1:00 Homegrown Wedding Flowers—
 by: Karen Geiser
2:00 Homemade Play-Doh—
 by: Eva Keim and Saretta Weaver
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Sand Art Brownies
Nettie Yoder is a grandma and has always lived 
on the farm just north of Mt. Hope, Ohio. She 
enjoys cooking, baking and piecing quilts.
Barbara Keim is a grandma and a friend to all 
she meets. She lives near Wilmot, Ohio and en-
joys helping other people.

Repurposing Old Things
Ruth Keim has been married to husband Aden 
for almost 40 years. They are empty nesters 
now but still live on the farm. She and Nettie  
Troyer who has also celebrated her 40th anni-
versary with husband Norman enjoy garage sale-
ing and fixing up old things. They have attended 
the vintage fair in Walnut Creek, Ohio for the 
last six years. They also have a booth at Sol’s in 
Berlin selling their items.

Aprons
Marilyn Mast and her husband Daniel live on 
a 70-acre organic grassmilk dairy farm. She en-
joys milking and working in the fields with her 
husband.

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Martha Kline, her husband and boys, live on a 
mini-farm near Berlin, Ohio. She enjoys working 
in her garden, canning and raising broilers. She 
has come to see the importance of being frugal 
and not wasteful. Something that was instilled 
into her from her mother’s example.

Growing Succulents
Emma Yoder grows, arranges flowers, and sells 
them at the Wisteria Shack, which is a roadside 
store at her home. She lives hear Fredericks-
burg, Ohio.

Apples In Abundance
Betty Raber lives near Fredericksburg, Ohio. 
She is a nature lover who finds life a fascinating  
journey of discoveries.

Farm Wives Panel
Emily Hershberger, her husband David and two 
children live on an organic dairy farm. They are 
on the Grassmilk route for Organic Valley. She 
enjoys reading and hunting down vintage dishes 
and other treasures.
Edna Yoder and her husband Mahlon along with 
their children; Paul, Mark, Eva, Amanda and 
Mariah, farm a 100-acre organic dairy farm. 
They rent an additional 35 acres and milk 40 
cows.
Elsie Schlabach, her husband David, and seven 
children live in Coshocton County. They own 64 
acres and rent another 90 acres and have been 
shipping organic grassmilk for over a year now. 
They milk 37 cows.
Deanna Weaver and her husband Allen along 
with their four children at home own and op-
erate a 100-acre organic dairy farm. They live 
near Shreve, Ohio. 

Creative Lettering
Julianna Yoder loves anything to do with flow-
ers. Her hobbies also include thrifting, scrap-
booking, traveling, coffee shops and spending 
time with her friends. 

Homegrown Wedding Flowers
Karen Geiser lives on a family farm in Kidron 
with her husband Olin and their 5 children. 
They raise pastured meats, cut flowers, salad 
greens, medicinal herbs and more. Karen enjoys 
experimenting in the garden and teaching others 
to delight in God’s Creation.

Homemade Play Dough
Eva Keim and her husband Merlin have two en-
ergetic girls. She is happiest working outdoors.  
They started raspberry and strawberry plants 
for their own use.
Saretta Weaver and husband James like living 
healthy using organic products. They have a 
five-year-old son Nehemiah. They live near Fred-
ericksburg, Ohio.

Table Demonstrations:
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Main Course:
Grilled Chicken

Grilled free-range organic seasoned chicken...
 raised by the Mike Kline family

Mashed Potatoes’ n Gravy
Creamy Skin-on mashed Yukon Gold potatoes with a chicken broth gravy...

Organic potatoes raised by the David Kline family

Mixed Vegetable Medley
Organic mixed vegetables...

 from a local grocery, German Village Market.

Cauliflower n Broccoli Salad
Cauliflower, broccoli, cheese and bacon in a creamy dressing..

These organic vegetables were grown on local farms

Dessert:
Mixed Berry Crisp with Homemade Ice Cream

Delicious organic fruit baked with locally raised, Stutzman Farm grains.
Creamy churned ice cream made with Greenfield organic cream/milk and eggs 

from the Bowman farm. 

OUR MORNING BREAK:

Chocolate Milk
donated by Green Field Farms

Cheese 
donated by Organic Valley 

and the Grass-fed cheese from 
small grassfed farms in New York

Creamer
donated by Organic Valley

Coffee
Baltic Coffee Roasters,  

Baltic, OH

Thursday
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Main Course:
Pulled Pork
Smoked pulled pork...

Raised by Stutzman Farms 

Potato Salad
Organic Yukon Gold potatoes shredded with pastured eggs and dressing...

Potatoes grown by the David Kline family.

Baked Beans
Slow simmered organic beans in a tomato sauce...

from local groceries: Rodhes, Mustard Seed Market and German Village Market.

Sauerkraut
Nutritious fermented sauerkraut...

made by Jr. Yoder family

Dessert:
Apple Cake with Whipped Cream

A baked apple cinnamon cake with a brown butter carmel icing...
Apples from Nature’s Acres and bakery ingredients from Stutzman Farm topped with 

sweet Organic Valley whipped cream.

Friday
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Our family really enjoys fast food. Food that tastes delicious but is quick and easy to prepare with very 
little labor involved.
 Early in the afternoon I unwrapped a fresh ham roast, laid it in a roast pan, poured a bag of frozen 
black-eyed peas around it, added a little water and salt, put on the lid, and slid it into the oven. It took me 
less than five minutes.
 Now, of course, it took a little time to raise the hog and load it in a trailer to take to the processor. And 
the peas had to be planted, watered, hoed, picked, and shelled. But today they were a convenient “fast food” 
to be cooked with the ham.
 Later, with the delicious smells of ham coming from the kitchen, I washed some sweet potatoes and put 
them in the oven beside the ham to cook to a soft, syrupy sweetness. It took just a couple of minutes to do. 
A few months ago we were planting, weeding, and digging. But today the sweet potatoes were a quick and 
easy “fast food.”
 After sewing leisurely all afternoon I went to set the table for supper. A nice clean tablecloth, pretty 
dishes and glasses, made the table inviting. I decided pickles, pickled beets, and salsa would make nice side 
dishes for the meal. And even though last summer we spent a lot of time growing, picking, chopping, and 
pickling, a quick pop of the lid made them ready for a pretty dish for the table.
 Yesterday after grinding wheat to make flour, I made some homemade bread. It took several hours to 
knead, bake, and slice, but today it was all ready to eat with our homemade butter and homemade jelly. All 
I had to do was put them on the table. 
 As the family gathered around the pretty table laden with good food, sharing the news of their day, and 
enjoying the fellowship of each other, we all agreed--There is nothing quite as good as “fast food”—country 
style. v

    “He that tilleth his land 
    shall be satisfied with bread.”

Debbie Sams and her family farm and garden in Kemp, Texas.

IN PRAISE OF FAST FOOD
By Debbie Sams
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It seems that cover crops are on everyone’s mind right now—the vegetable farmer seeking soil cover over the winter, 
the grain farmer needing help with pesky weeds, the dairy farmer looking ahead for earlier forage next spring. Cover crops 
make so much sense—they cut fertilizer costs, improve soil health and condition, prevent soil erosion, improve water-
holding and infiltration capacity, produce nitrogen, and much more. Many cover crops are allelopathic, which means they 
exude chemicals from their roots that suppress the growth of other plants—weeds! —around them. 

 One way to think about cover crops is to determine the ones that are legumes (clover, hairy vetch, peas, alfalfa) 
and can convert nitrogen in the air to a form that plants can absorb, and which are non- legume (buckwheat, cereal/small 
grains, and crucifers like radish, turnip and mustard) that contribute organic matter and suppress weeds. Both groups are 
strategically useful tools in our crop rotation line-up. Often you don’t have to choose one or the other—mixtures of differ-
ent cover crops (peas & oats, rye & vetch, winter peas & triticale, oats & radish) are particularly useful.
 
When planning a cover crop planting in the fall, it is also helpful to divide the available species into (1) those that will 
winter-kill, leaving ground-covering residue over the winter, and will not re-grow in the spring, and (2) those that will 
produce some growth in the fall, go dormant during the winter, and then grow back in the spring. 

WINTERKILLED COVERCROPS 
Tillage Radish® – we are excited to carry Steve Groff ’s Tillage Radish for the first time this fall. Steve is a highly innova-
tive farmer from Holtwood PA who has experimented with non-traditional cover crops for many years. Tillage Radish 
looks particularly promising. Numerous studies have shown that corn and soybeans, planted after a fall Tillage 
Radish cover crop will have significantly higher yields. Additionally, the Tillage Radish reduces soil compaction by ‘punch-
ing’ holes through compacted layers, improving water infiltration, suppressing weeds and nematodes, and controlling 
erosion in fall and winter months. They scavenge and hold soil nutrients at the surface and increase soil organic matter 
by up to 5 tons/acre. Dairy farmers particularly like planting the Tillage Radish after manure application, because they 
effectively hold the nutrients. For best results, plant in the fall, 30-60 days before the first killing frost. Tillage Radish will 
grow rapidly through the fall, and will winterkill, leaving the soil in great shape the following spring. Tillage Radish can 
be drilled, or broadcast followed by a light disking. Grazing is also successful. One caution—Tillage Radishes don’t smell 
good as they rot in the spring—when planning your fields, please keep your neighbors and family in mind! 

Focus On...Fall Cover Crops
By Klaas Martens
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Oats make a great fall cover crop that produces vigorous grassy growth through the fall without putting any effort to make 
grain. Oats’ natural allelopathy suppresses weeds while producing lots of biomass. By spring, the oats are gone, leaving 
the soil mellow and ready to plant. During the fall, oats absorb nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus, holding it in a stable 
form through the winter. Oats can be grown alone or in combination with peas, turnips, or radishes, and can be used as a 
nurse crop for the establishment of perennial pastures and hay fields. Generally, fall oats should be planted by the end of 
August, or at least 40-60 days before first killing frost. Fall oats, especially mixed with turnips or peas, make great grazing. 
Buckwheat is a quick-growing cover crop that very effectively suppresses weeds, frees up phosphorus, and softens and 
loosens the soil. Buckwheat performs better than small grains in poorer soils and therefore is a great “pioneer” crop 

when bringing abandoned or neglected land 
back into production, or when working on soil 
structure or persistent weed problems. Buck-
wheat is most commonly planted in the sum-
mer, although it can also be used as a fall cover. 
Field Peas are legumes, and therefore produce 
nitrogen. Forage field pea varieties produce 
vigorous succulent vines that break down rap-
idly, releasing accumulated nitrogen in a form 
that other plants can easily use. When mixed 
with oats in the fall, or with oats or spring triti-
cale in the spring, the resulting growth is thick 
and lush, a great source of forage for grazing or 
chopping, or simply a very effective, high bio-
mass, rapidly growing cover crop. 
Yellow Mustard – for the past couple years, 
we have been experimenting with using yel-
low mustard as a short-term spring cover crop, 
frost-seeding it in March and plowing it under 
in June before planting red kidney beans. We 
have been amazed how this practice has sig-
nificantly raised bean yields and feel this will 
be useful for vegetable farmers to address soil 
borne disease problems. Like radishes, mustard 
is a crucifer, producing glucosinolates (or “hot” 
flavored chemicals) that suppress root rots and 
nematodes in the soil. We haven’t tried it yet as 
a fall cover crop, but plan to try it this year. 

OVER-WINTERING COVERCROPS 
Rye – the hardiest of the cereal small grains, 
rye can be seeded later and still produce a tre-
mendous amount of biomass, both leaf and root 
mass, that will reduce erosion and nutrient loss. 
Rye’s strong allelopathy provides exceptional 
weed suppression, and also controls nematodes 
and insect pests. It is widely adapted, and can 
grow on poorer soils or poorly prepared land. 
Farmers often mix rye with about 10% vetch 
for nitrogen fixing. One warning—rye can be 
incredibly vigorous in the spring, and if not 
plowed under fairly early, you may need to 
mow or chop it before plowing. 
Hairy Vetch – vetch is a good example of the 
old “truism” that “one farmer’s cover crop is 
another farmer’s weed.” Vegetable farmers love 
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vetch for its strong nitrogen fixation, soil structure improvement, and weed suppression. Planted as a fall cover crop with 
rye or wheat, it produces an early spring cover that can be tilled or rolled before planting vegetable seed or transplants. 
However, hairy vetch is considered a noxious weed in winter small grains grown for milling. Its life cycle almost exactly 
matches that of winter wheat, and the round black seeds are extremely difficult to separate from wheat using normal grain 
cleaning equipment. Flour made from wheat contaminated with vetch seed is bitter with unattractive black specks. Be-
cause vetch produces 10-20% hard seed each year, getting rid of it on a grain farm is very difficult. 
Triticale – a cross between wheat and rye, triticale combines the vigor and wide adaptability of rye with the more ‘civi-
lized’ growth habit of wheat. Triticale is highly versatile as a cover crop, forage, or grain crop, and it can easily be mixed 
with other species like peas or vetch. There are both winter and spring versions of triticale, expanding its usefulness. 
Austrian Winter Peas – few cover crops are an impressive as Austrian winter peas! Planted in September with barley or 
triticale, it grows moderately through the fall, and then in the spring it explodes with vigorous viney growth and purple 
flowers, fixing lots of nitrogen. The small grain is needed for support—without it winter peas will quickly go down at 
bloom as they become heavy with leaves and pods. Small grains also help protect against winterkill. We have found that 
2 bu. barley/A is about the right amount to provide adequate support for the peas without being too competitive. Winter 
barley or triticale, mixed with winter peas, makes a highly nutritious and palatable spring pasture for grazing. 
Medium Red Clover - this is the standard, dependable, widely adapted legume cover crop that organic farmers rely on 
for much of their nitrogen needs. In the Northeast, we generally frost-seed red clover into our winter small grains in Feb-
ruary or March. It grows through the spring, and really takes off after grain harvest. By the following year, the clover can 
be plowed, providing enough soil nitrogen to grow a healthy crop of corn or a vegetable crop. Clover can also be sown with 
a spring small grain before grain emergence. Red clover has also been successfully no-till drilled into wheat stubble in the 
summer, or over-seeded into soybeans in the early fall at leaf-yellowing. Be aware that soil diseases affecting beans, peas, 
and soybeans are also hosted by clover, so close rotations of these crops may technically be rotating crop species, but may 
not be sufficiently rotating root pathogens. v
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“Factory farming came about from a moral race to the bottom, with corporations vying 
against each other to produce more and bigger animals with less care at lower cost.” 

 ~ Matthew Scully
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I am by virtue of the fact that I pasture cattle and manage the pastures on foot on a daily basis, perhaps 
the only farmer in my neighborhood in any kind of contact with the soil.  I see all around me now the stickpin 
straight tillage marks so emblematic of satellite guidance of the tractor in field after field right after the corn 
is harvested.  And the fact that tillage starts right after the harvest, that virtually no one pastures anything on 
these corn stalks is another sign that our separation from the soil is nearly complete.  These farmers touch 
the soil only to walk across it from tractor to pickup at the end of the day.

 My father once told me that in his youth nearly one hundred years ago the tops of the sugar beets were 
regularly harvested before the beets were dug for processing into sugar.   These tops were fed to cattle.  Or 
perhaps they were grazed off by cattle before harvest started.  Dad left this life over twenty-five years ago and 
I didn’t awake enough before then to ask him how it was done.  But whatever the method, this practice strikes 
me as a merely usual farming practice.

 Thinking about this topic a few days ago, I tried to trace out the farmer journey away from the soil over 
the millennia, as I understood it.  Agriculture operated by means of the digging stick for centuries.  Then large 
sticks, essentially, were pulled by, perhaps, an ox and the next development would have been iron for plough-
shares and tillage tools, then steel for grain drills and hay mowers and so forth.  Eventually someone added 
seats to some of these tools and the bond between soil and human foot began to stretch.  

 Tractors came next, and the farmer became familiar with vibrations up his spine rather than the feel of 
soil under foot.  The noise blocked out the sound of the wild things he formerly heard and the machines were 
now fed by the petroleum industry rather than the farm.  Satellite guidance brings us up to current times 
where moves are afoot in both Silicon Valley and Wall Street to take the farmer completely out of the picture.  
But how much have farmers already taken themselves out of the picture?

 There are other factors too.  The corporate structure has grown and thrived by devising chemical formu-
lations and now plans to solve farm problems in the laboratories.  These solutions are all always general in 
nature of course, since paying attention to particulars, or situated knowledge, if you will, presupposes many 
rural humans to do that. But because so few of us operate diversified farms anymore we are increasingly 
tempted to go for the quick fix, the chemical or genetic band aid and to mortgage our farms and futures to 
acquire tools we might not need and perhaps in some cases, should not use.

 I do not mean to say that we must go back to the digging stick.  The problems we have are more compli-

Conversations With the Land
By Jim Van Der Pol
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cated than what can be solved by keeping our feet more on the soil, though that certainly always is helpful. 
But I think it is true that as we separate physically from the soil step by step we must do so carefully, with a 
certain anxiety and lack of trust in ourselves.  Each time we move further away on our farms from what we 
do in our gardens we must develop practices and protocols to guard against too much separation. For if we 
do not we risk rupture in our understanding of ourselves as farmers.  The land and we will suffer for it.

 There is a teaching that goes on between farmer and soil.  It is pos-
sible when tractor plowing, to form some idea of how hard the plowing is by 
how much noise the tractor makes and how much fuel it uses.  But this com-
munication will be much more quickly seen by the horseman plowing who 
can feel his plow and notice how often he must rest his team. So the man 
plowing with the tractor must be careful not to overlook the signs he can 
see and so reach the wrong conclusions about the soil due to detachment or 
just general sleepiness.  And while he is trying to compensate for what his 
machines are hiding from him, he must also figure out how to configure his 
farm so that he can buy and fuel the machine.

 These problems all get turned up a notch when the farmer goes for 
satellite guidance.  Now he is spending money he probably cannot spare to 
buy a tractor that can be equipped with guidance and then pay to have each 
field mapped so that he can use it.  And so he must pursue more land to work 
to meet the extra expense.  And he is in a much weaker position to argue, 
even to himself, that he is necessary.  After all, the tractor steers itself and he 
has long since forgotten how to hear, feel and see what the soil is trying to 
tell him.  
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 Ellen Davis, the Bible scholar who I talked about last time, has a few thoughts about this and I need to 
pay attention.  After all, she is speaking in the tradition of the religion in which I was raised, which provided 
me the very framework with which I think and feel.  Davis feels that very much of the Old Testament, that 
is:  Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, and prophets such as Amos, Hosea and Jeremiah are based on a three-point 
understanding of how the world is made. Everything in this early writing is couched in the linkage between 
God, man (mankind), and the land, she thinks.  She sees it in the various instructions given for human behav-
ior in the land God gave the Israelites.  And because she understands the verb forms in the ancient languages, 
she is able to add much to what we have learned.  Here is what she sees in God’s instructions to the man 
about the land:  Certainly the instruction about subduing the land and having dominion over it are there, 
along with the guidance in the second chapter of Genesis about tilling or tending and keeping it. Then, re-
markably she studies through books like Jeremiah, Isaiah, Hosea and the Psalms, First and Second Samuel 
and others to improve her understanding of the ancient verb forms used in Genesis and comes up with this 
statement: 

 “God took the human and set him in the Garden of Eden to work and to serve it, to preserve and observe 
it.”

 It is not Biblical, strictly speaking, but still a pretty good description of what a farmer should strive to-
ward.  v
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It’s not that one-bottom horse plows are new to me. I vividly remember riding on the beam of one as my father 
guided Bell, Flora and Daisy, our three horses, as they pulled the plow across a field on a gray day in March. I fell 
off, which at age five was quite an earthshaking event, apart from the earthshaking that the plow was doing. But 
at the first annual Organic Farming Conference in Mt. Hope, Ohio, on the first day of spring this year, I got an 
unexpected reawakening to this old farm tool. First of all, it was a brand spanking new one, sitting there on display 
in the conference hall along with other new horse-drawn equipment, which in itself was sort of earthshaking. I am 
not used to thinking of horse-drawn machinery as new.  But what really caught and held my attention was the sight 
of two little boys pushing this plow effortlessly back and forth across the floor. I gave it a try. Easier than pushing 
a baby buggy. Suddenly my whole vision of farm machinery took a sharp turn into new frames of reference. I was 
holding the handles of one of human history’s oldest and most earthshaking inventions and it absolutely exuded 
gentleness and a certain iron daintiness that struck me as just as sleek and modern as the latest cell phones. This 
plow’s earthshaking counterparts today require not two or three horses to pull but 200 or so.  As contrary as the 
question sounds, is it not logical, or at least justifiable, to wonder if today’s huge, heavy, cumbersome vertical tillage 
earthshakers with 30% more blades every five inches for superior slicing and spring-loaded coil-tech coulters with 
added switchblade hydraulic shanks that can convert to chisel plowing in seconds (pant), are really an advancement 
over this little plow in the hands of a skilled farmer? One shakes the earth faster, no doubt about it, but half way 
through the planting season, the operator of the big earthshaker and the little earthshaker are both half done. 
 I don’t really want to get in an argument about which tool is environmentally less harmful to the soil because it 
depends on who is doing the driving. As my father used to say, a careless man with a shovel can cause more harm 
than a careful man with a bulldozer. But there is a lot of irony as well as iron involved in the comparison. First of 
all, despite all the tillage that is taking place on big farms today, the industry insists on calling it “no-till” because 
it doesn’t use moldboard plows. The real reason “no-till” farmers don’t use moldboard plows much anymore is 
because shaking the earth that way is slower than the new earth-shakers. Today’s vertical tillage machines, disks 
and chisel slicers are marvelous in the way they shake the earth without turning it over, loosening the soil for better 
moisture retention and root penetration while the soil surface remains less exposed to erosion. But these machines 
are not very practical without accompanying herbicides. A moldboard plow operated correctly doesn’t turn the soil 
over completely either. In conjunction with proper crop rotations with sod crops, it sets a furrow slice on edge so 
that surface residue extends throughout the turned soil. At the same time it puts most weed seeds deep enough below 
the surface to delay a quick resurgence of weeds in early spring so that a following corn crop can get up ahead of the 
weeds enough to make cultivating for weed control practical. Cultivation to control weeds encourages soil erosion, 
however. So we are faced with an unwinnable situation or so it seems. On the one hand, if we put enough weed 
poisons in the soil, we can decrease erosion. If we don’t use weed killers, we expose the soil to more erosion from 
weed cultivation.  
 There is a third alternative, however, but it requires a small farm to make it work. That will never happen, most 
economists insist even though small farmers with horse plows today are making just as comfortable a living as big 

Earthshaking Contemplations
By Gene Logsdon
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farmers with vertical tillers. And, as I harped last issue, if weeds continue to become immune to herbicides, we may 
have no choice but to go back to cultivation for weed control and that would hardly be possible on a ten thousand 
acre corn and soybean farm. 
 Going back to smaller farms does not necessarily mean going back to horse plowing either. Small tractors and 
small plows work just fine too and only time will tell which is the more profitable choice. I just happened to stumble 
across a copy of a Farm Journal magazine from 1923 comparing the use of horses, tractors, and a combination of 
both on the same farm. It concluded that the best way for a farm of around 200 acres was to use both. I think that 
is probably true today, but where most of the acres are in rotated pastures and the amount of cultivated ground less 
than thirty or forty per year I would argue that horses are more economical. You don’t buy an expensive tractor 
to gather the eggs or get the mail as we used to say. In other words, if you don’t need a tractor, why buy one. The 
1923 article said that a tractor (of that era) could plow 1.2 acres per hour and horses .8 acre per hour.  Not that much 
difference on a small farm especially when, with horses, you can start plowing earlier in spring. Tractors won out 
over the years because they kept getting bigger and so the farms kept getting bigger. If you are only plowing 30 
acres or so a season, horses can do the job in a timely enough fashion and at less cost unless you are doing 12 horse 
hitches or the like. Then small tractors are more economical. 
 The problem in my opinion is that the horses vs. tractor debate is always based on the assumption that more 
acres and more profit are better than fewer acres and less profit. If less profit can translate into more tranquility, 
sustainability, food quality and time to hunt arrowheads and mushrooms, what’s wrong with that?  More profit so 
often exacts costs that accountants don’t add to their ledgers.  
 That one bottom horse plow at the conference that so illuminated my vision is an artistic wonder as well as a 
technical triumph. But it takes a skilled artist and the right kind of farming to bring out that artistry. You may own 
a Stradivarius violin, but it’s quality of sound is lost if you don’t know how to play it or you try to play it against a 
background of rap music.  To realize the fine points of horse plowing, you can read David Kline’s excellent article 
in this magazine, Volume 3, Issue 1. I shall try to add more to what David wrote. 
 First of all, the moldboard plow was made for plowing sod. If you have tried to plow a field full of cornstalks 
or in some cases soybean straw, you know how maddening it can be. The stalks and straw plug up the plow and 
the bigger the plow the worse the plug up. We used to work out various ways to reduce the problem but the best 
way was to chop the stalks ahead of plowing. More expense, more time, probably more compaction. Even then, the 
plow blades often rooted up the ground in obscene lumps rather than turning a furrow neatly at an angle like proper 
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plowing accomplishes. The finished field more often looked like it had been bombed than plowed.
 The fact that the moldboard plow does its best work when it plows sod suggests a whole volume of background 
into why it symbolizes good farming. If you are plowing only sod on your farm, it generally means you are following 
a rotation in which two or three years out of four or five, the rotated fields are growing grass and clover. You have 
already reduced erosion considerably over exclusive industrial grain rotations even if you do a poor job of plowing. 
Sod is the reason for that “baby plow” on the horse plow, the little jointer above the moldboard, which slivers 
away a strip of sod over into the furrow ahead of the main plowed slice and leaves the soil surface clean of plant 

residue. The turned soil then stands at just the right slant to enhance the mixing 
of manure, sod and roots, to soak up rain and work easily into a seed bed with a 
simple harrow.  No plant residue lies on top of the ground to plug the harrow. Soil 
handled this way will absorb quite a lot of rain before runoff starts erosion.  
 When soil is mellow from years of having organic matter added to it this 
way  and is crumbly with just the right amount of moisture in it, the curved 
surface of the moldboard sort of gently scrunches the soil together as it slides 
over the smooth metal not unlike what you do with a soft clod by squeezing it 
in your hand. It breaks up into fine particles. The turned soil surface of proper 
moldboard plowing is nice and loose, not like the slippery, greasy slabs sliding 
off a plow in soil that has been compacted by too many years of heavy machinery 
traffic.         
 Another advantage from an environmental point of view is that this kind 
of plowing with horses means that fields are small. Discussion about how the 
moldboard plow and weed cultivation cause more erosion than the big disks and 
vertical tillage machines rarely addresses this important point. When water flows 
downhill, it increases in velocity the farther it goes. A quite steep hillside of 
say a hundred feet will not erode as badly as a gentle slope 1000 feet long. In 
an area of Iowa I travelled some years ago in early spring, I drove past fields 
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whose gentle slopes disappeared into the horizon. The erosion was awesome—ditches that could swallow a car 
whole. In the days of horse farming, that landscape would have been crossed and re-crossed with fencerows and on 
steeper hillsides, alternating contoured plots of sod and bare soil that slowed down the water and avoided erosion 
automatically. Big machinery discourages contour tillage. As for the notion that surface trash—cornstalks and 
bean straw—would control erosion is only partially true. It doesn’t work so well on long gentle slopes. This spring, 
traveling in Kentucky, where farmers were seduced by high corn and soybean prices last year to work up land they 
know should be kept in pasture, the erosion was just as bad on minimum-tilled land as it was 50 years ago with 
careless moldboard plowing.   
 Coming through Amish country in eastern Ohio on the first day of spring when we were enduring a late spring, 
I was surprised to see a few farmers out plowing with horses. It was too wet to plow in my experience and would 
have been a disaster with a big tractor and big tillage tool. I asked around. Turns out that for one thing, in this 
gently sloping sod, farmed this way for about a century now with grass and clover rotations, water tends to sink 
down into it faster than more compacted soil, so it is drier even this early in the year. But even if a bit too wet, this 
early plowing is usually followed with a light freeze that mellows the soil so that when harrowed, it flows together 
almost like applesauce. Or plowed this early, the soil will be well soaked by rain and upon drying will fall apart 
under the harrow into a fine seedbed because of the high organic matter content. 
 When one allows the imagination to go wild by contemplating a future when rotational grazing and perennial 
grains are the main way farm animals are raised, this dainty little horse plow, or its equivalent behind a small 
tractor, takes on a glow of modernity as dazzling as the idea of wearing a computer on your wrist like a watch. Even 
on, say, a 400-acre farm, the amount of land cultivated per year to renew a pasture attacked by weeds livestock 
won’t eat might be no more than what is plowed on a small market farm. Again, you don’t need a big tractor to go 
get the mail or gather the eggs. That is truly an earthshaking thought. Or rather a very un-earthshaking one. v
 
Gene Logsdon was a regular contributor to Farming Magazine for 16 years.
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“Agriculture is the greatest and 
fundamentally the most important 

of our industries. The cities are but 
the branches of the tree of national 
life, the roots of which go deeply 
into the land. We all flourish or 

decline with the farmer.” 
~ Bernard Baruch
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330-641-3126
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Hiland Supply Co. Ltd. 
3878 CR 135
Millersburg, OH 44654
330-893-4724

Homestead Herbs (Sisel)
32083 TR 219
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330-897-0449

JDS Seeds
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Orrville, OH 44667
330-465-1794
*Gold Sponsor

Labyrinth Farms
Monaca, PA 15061
412-758-0067

Lemongrass Spa
Martha Miller
5629 County Road 407
Millersburg, OH 44654
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Lowe & Young, Inc.
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Wooster, OH 44691
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Maysville Elevator
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Apple Creek, OH 44606
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*Silver Sponsor

Vendor List:
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Merit Seed
P.O. Box 205
Berlin, OH 44610
330-893-3196

Midwest Laboratories
13611 B Street
Omaha, NE 68154
402-334-7770

Miller’s Natural Products
4383 Township Road 369
Millersburg, OH 44654
330-674-7627

Nature’s Warehouse
9406 Massillon Rd.
Dundee, OH 44624
330-641-1909
*Gold Sponsor

New Bedford Feed & Supply
33906 SR 643
Baltic, OH 43804
(330) 897-6492

Norwex
Cathy Schmidt
11555 Township Road 517
Shreve, OH 44676
330-317-7216

Nutra-Glo-Sunrise Supply
P.O. Box 104
Winesburg, OH 44690
330-359-6152
*Gold Sponsor

Nutrax
Marlene Beachy
48873 County Road 186
Fresno, OH 43824
330-204-0032

OEFFA
41 Croswell Rd
Columbus, OH 43214
614-421-2022

OnMark Certification Ser-
vices, LLC
60324 Missouri Ave.
Goshen, IN 46528
574-971-8479

OSU/OFFER/OARDC
1680 Madison Ave
Wooster, OH 44691
330-202-3528 

Organic Valley Co-op
1 Organic Way
LaFarge, WI 54639
888-444-6455
*Platinum Sponsor

ORO AGRI
Tim Little
585-766-2522

Progressive Daity Systems
3990 St Rt 14
Columbiana, OH 44408
330-482-1522

Pure Life Organic Foods
Milner Farms
8125 Township Road 562
Holmesville, OH 44633
330-201-2400

Richland Micro Drainage
8105 Malone Rd.
Shiloh, OH 44878
419-908-5696

S.F. Organics
5547 County Road 201
Millersburg, OH 44654
330-231-1273
 
Stutzman Farms
6197 Township Road 605
Millersburg,  OH  44654
330-674-1289 Ext.2

Super Gro of Iowa
4187 Pyrmont Road
Lewisburg, OH 45338
937-962-1600

Superior Health
1037 Firman Dr. SW
Sugarcreek, OH 44681
330-204-4628

Tilth Soil
Cleveland, OH 44114
216-800-4651 Ext.1

Timeless Fence Systems
203 Wilson Hill Road 
Greenveille, TN 37745
800-788-4709

TMK Farm Service 
8255 St. Rt. 83
Holmesville, OH 44633
330-279-2229
*Platinum Sponsor

Troyer Wholesale
2890 South Kansas Rd.
Apple Creek, OH 44606
330-698-1778

Walnut Creek Seeds, LLC
6100 Basil Western Rd.
Carroll, OH 43112
330-475-6352

W.G. Dairy
12993 Cleveland Road
Creston, OH 44217
330-435-6522

Wood Farms
11402 Indianapolis Road
Fort Wayne, IN 46809
260-433-6878

Woodlyn Acres Farm, LLC
647 S Kurzen Rd.
Dalton, OH 44618
330-465-2248

Yoder’s Produce, Inc.
9599 S. Apple Creek Rd.
Fredericksburg, OH 44627
330-695-5900

Roy Yoder - Carpets
5675 Township Road 607
Fredericksburg, OH 44627

Young Living-Betty Yoder
30100 TR 227
Fresno, OH 43824
740-294-7363
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Our Mission is to:
Care about humans and humus; encourage working the land for future generations; and 
support community life and stewardship that is prosperous and enduring.

We do this by:
• Promoting growing practices that conserve, renew, and improve our soils; to provide 

healthy food for the well-being of families, communities, and all inhabitants that 
share our farms and land.

• Advocating a way of farming that offers products for the markets that are nutritious, 
wholesome, and delicious.

• Building a local agriculture with practices that benefit our rural and urban commu-
nities.

About the Cover and photo above:
This is what “community” is all about. Many farmers 

took the time and their teams and equipment to help out 
a neighbor, fellow farmer who had been in an farming 

accident near Fredericksburg.

Aerial photos by: Back 
to the Roots Podcast
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A Special Thanks 
to Our Sponsors:

Platinum
Green Field Farms 

 Organic Valley Co-op
Tmk Farm 

Gold
Nutra-Glo

Small Farm Institute
Nature’s Warehouse

JDS Seeds

Silver
Ackerman’s Equipment

Kauffman Lawn Furniture
Byron Seeds
CVS Supply

Farming Magazine
Maysville Elevator

 


